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More about Cisco
What Cisco do
Cisco develops, manufactures and sells networking hardware, software, telecommunications equipment and other high-technology
equipment and other high-technology services and products. 

Cisco Solutions

Networking
Network management - Use a single dashboard to automate processes and optimise performance with analytics
Switching - Build a network with switches that constantly learn, adapt and protect
Wireless - Provide an immersive experience with secure, fast and reliable products
Routing - Simplify your WAN architecture and make it easier to deploy, manage and operate
Network Security - Get secure connectivity with centralised management that keeps cost low
Small Businesses - Deploy simple, flexible and secure solutions designed for small business

https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/index.html
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Software
Turn your vision of an intelligent network to reality with Cisco Software

Security - Cisco security products give you the scope, scale and capabilities to keep up with the complexity and volume of threats
. Find, stop and remove malicious content easily while gaining trust in your users with Multi-factor authentication
Networking - Cisco networking solutions take a software-delivered approach to automate and assure services across your WAN,
campus and branch networks. Unlock policy based automation, secure connectivity, end to end visibility analytics and assurance in
your network.
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Wireless and Mobility
Immersive experience on mobile are becoming the new normal, not only does your network need to be secure, it must be fast and
reliable. With access points and wireless controllers that support the Wi-Fi 6 standard, Cisco provides an intent-based architecture
to meet customer expectations and scale for growing business demands.

Comprehensive security - Cisco wireless has features that monitor the network and locate and mitigate security threats, giving
you peace of mind
Data-optimized intelligence - the intelligence and data gathered by Cisco products helps optimise your network and boost its
efficiency
Reliability beyond the standard - Cisco support for Wi-Fi 6 and new technologies allow for better experiences and fewer
interruptions
About us
With a portfolio unequalled in its breath and flexibility, over 30 years’ experience and three national offices, Evotec are committed
to designing, implementing and supporting innovative technology solutions based on the unique requirements of your business. 
Contact Us

1300 133 996

info@evotec.com.au

service@evotec.com.au

02 9565 7233

Our offer

National Customer Service access

Certified Engineers and Field techs

Post Sales Service

Fully Managed Accounts

https://evotec.com.au/contact-us/
https://www.evotec.com.au/contact-us/
https://www.evotec.com.au/proven-experience/
https://www.evotec.com.au/account-management/

